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Apart from the YIVO Institute’s Standard Yiddish Orthography, the prevalent system in the secular sector, two other major spelling codes for Yiddish are current today. Sovetisher oysteyg (Soviet spelling) is encountered chiefly among aging Yiddish speakers from the former Soviet bloc and appears in print with diminishing frequency since the end of the Cold War. In contrast, “maskilic” spelling, the system haphazardly fashioned by 19th-century proponents of the Jewish Enlightenment (which reflects now obsolete Germanized conventions) continues to thrive in the publications of the expanding hasidic sector.

As the one group that has by and large preserved and even encouraged Yiddish as its communal vernacular since the Holocaust, contemporary ultra-Orthodox (and primarily hasidic) Jews regard themselves as the custodians of the language and its traditions. Yiddish is considered a part of the inheritance of their pious East European ancestors, whose way of life they idealize and seek to recreate as much as possible. The historic irony of this development—namely, the enshrinement of the work of secularized enlighteners, who themselves were bent on modernizing East European Jewry and uprooting Hasidism—is probably lost upon today’s tens of thousands of hasidic Yiddish speakers.

The irony, however, was not lost on Solomon (in German, Salomo; in Yiddish, Shloyme) Birnbaum (1898–1989), a pioneering Yiddish linguist and Hebrew palaeographer in the ultra-Orthodox sector. This essay examines Birnbaum’s own “Orthodox” orthography for Yiddish in both its purely linguistic and broader ideological contexts in interwar Poland, then home to the largest Jewish community in Europe and the world center of Yiddish culture.

A Brief History of Yiddish Spelling

Like all post-exilic Jewish languages, Yiddish from its inception was written in Hebrew characters and consequently inherited orthographic conventions from both Hebrew and Aramaic, as well as from the written forms of Indo-European lan-
guages previously spoken by Ashkenazic Jews, such as Judeo-French and Judeo-Italian. Because of the genetic unrelatedness of Hebrew and most of Yiddish, the latter necessarily made more phonetic use of the Hebrew alphabet, since it could not employ a Semitic root-based etymological system for the Indo-European components that composed the vast majority of its lexicon.

Orthographic conventions generally obtained during the period of the First Literary Standard, the literary language based on the Yiddish dialects spoken on Germanic territory, which began to decay in the 1820s with the general decline of Yiddish there. Traditional conventions fared less well, however, during the period of the Second Literary Standard. Based on varieties of Eastern Yiddish, this literary language emerged in the late 18th century when the previous standard proved inadequate for the needs of the majority of Yiddish speakers, who were now concentrated on Slavic territory.

The early 19th century saw the emergence in Yiddish orthography of two opposing tendencies—simplification, on the one hand, and Germanization, on the other. The model for the latter trend was the Bliir, Moses Mendelssohn's late 18th-century translation of the Pentateuch, with original commentary, into New High German (NHG), using the Hebrew alphabet. During the Haskalah, Yiddish orthography became encumbered with superfluous letters in an attempt to ennoble (if not supplant) the language by modeling its usage and spelling on that of contemporary German. Foreign elements were introduced to mirror German orthography; some of them, above all the use of the silent n and j, remain in widespread use today.

Even among those writers who sought to cultivate Yiddish as a literary language for its own sake, it was difficult to discard maskilic notions of the “purity” of German compared with the “mongrel” nature of Yiddish. This sense of inferiority before a closely related language, coupled with the general prestige accorded German as a language of high culture in Eastern Europe, commonly resulted in the conscious patterning of Yiddish spelling, vocabulary, and syntax according to German literary norms—a phenomenon known derisively as daytshmerish.

The Germanization of Yiddish orthography was executed rather inconsistently and unsystematically, however, allowing many peculiarities of traditional Yiddish orthography to remain. Nonetheless, even those works by maskilim written in non-Germanized, popular (folksstimlekh) Yiddish, as well as traditional religious and devotional literature (for instance, biblical translations, edifying literature, and hasidic texts), generally followed these new conventions. Germanizing tendencies were intensified as a result of the influence of German socialists and anarchists on the Jewish labor movement in Eastern Europe and America toward the turn of the 20th century.

One of the first to reject the daytshmerish spelling prevalent in early Yiddish periodicals (such as Alexander Tsederboym's pioneering newspaper, Kol mevaser [Odessa, 1862–1871]) was the prominent lexicographer Shyie-Mordke Lifshits. In the preface to his Yiddish-Russian dictionary of 1876, Lifshits observed that “Mendelssohn's rules are only for German, but are not suitable for Yiddish.” Accordingly, he employed a phonetic system based on his native Berditchev (Southeastern) Yiddish. Despite its many virtues, this system proved inconsistent and inappropriate for other dialects.

Ber Borokhov, the Yiddish philologist and Poale Zion theoretician, was the next to approach the problem of orthography systemically. In his essay “The Tasks of Yiddish Philology” (1913), he primarily elaborated and gave scientific formulation to rules already proposed by Lifshits. Based on Northeastern pronunciation with some accommodation of other dialects, Borokhov's system failed to come into use until after the Bolshevik revolution, when two publications, Naye tsayt (Vilna) and Letste nayes (Kiev) began to employ a similar system. With a few variations, the orthography used by the classic writer Mendele Moykher Sforim, which rejected many of Kol mevaser's Germanized conventions, formed the basis of the system introduced in 1903 by Der fraynd (St. Petersburg), the first Yiddish daily in Russia. With some further changes, it prevailed as the most common system for the printed Yiddish word in Russia until the First World War.

Not surprisingly, the other major impetus for orthographic reform and standardization came from pedagogues. Teachers in the Yiddish secular school movement complained that the peculiarities of Yiddish spelling and the abundance of competing systems constituted an unnecessary burden for children first learning to read and write. A singular, phonetically precise norm was desirable for use in the textbooks, juvenile literature, and other pedagogical materials being created to serve the Yiddish secular schools (first legalized by German occupation authorities in Eastern Europe during the First World War). The creation of a unified system of spelling was thus taken up with great urgency by pedagogues, writers, language planners, and other interested individuals in the interwar years.

The orthographic reform movement was lent additional impetus by the atmosphere of iconoclasm and radical political change in Eastern Europe and by spelling reforms in co-territorial languages, most significantly the reform of Russian first proposed in 1904 and finally effected after the Bolshevik revolution. Yiddishists in Poland were also doubtless aware of the attempt to put an end to what was seen as orthographic chaos in Polish. Between 1917 and 1919, the labor of standardizing Yiddish spelling passed largely from the hands of individual researchers, writers, and teachers to the collective resources of commissions and conferences in Ukraine and Poland. Orthographic conferences were subsequently convened in Poland, Lithuania, Belarus, and Russia throughout the 1920s, and their proposals were published and discussed by scholars and language reformers across the borders. Three orthographic commissions were active in Warsaw alone during the years 1919–1921.

During the interwar period, the debate over spelling and language reform culminated in the creation of three major “neo-traditional” orthographic codices. The first of these was SYO (Standard Yiddish Orthography), which was based on the system proposed in Zalmen Reyzen's Gramatik fun der yidisher shprakh (Vilna: 1920) and elaborated in Poland in the 1930s by YIVO and by TsYShO (Tsentrale yidishe shul-organizatsye [the Central Yiddish School Organization]). The second was the Soviet system (Sovetisher oysleg), largely the work of the linguist and pedagogue Ayzik Zaretski and traceable to the 1913 proposals of Mordkhe Veynger.
who based his system on what he felt should be standard pronunciation rather than
any of the three major dialectical varieties of Yiddish (Northeastern, or “Lithuan-
nian”; Southeastern, or “Ukrainian”; and Central, or “Polish”). The Soviet codex
was the only system conceived with official support and made binding by govern-
ment decree. In contrast, the third system, the “Orthodox” or “traditionalist” system,
was expounded exclusively and championed primarily by one person, Solomon
Birnbaum.20

All of these systems, which rejected the most blatant daytshmerizmen, are es-
pecially phonemic and largely interdialectal, meaning that speakers of any of the
tree major Yiddish dialects can read them according to their own dialectical pro-
nunciations.21 The Soviet system differed primarily in that it fully naturalized the
spelling of the Hebrew and Aramaic component and eliminated final letters, at least
in publications destined for Soviet readers.22 The “Orthodox” system, which defined
itself in strict opposition to what Birnbaum labeled the “neo-maskilic” (SYO) and
“Bolshevik” (Soviet) systems, sought to represent the maximum number of pho-
nemonic distinctions in all three dialects simultaneously and was also more purist in
its approach, rejecting secular European influences as foreign and on the whole
imetical to the Jewish way of life.

Solomon Birnbaum

One of three sons of Nathan Birnbaum, the chief organizer and initiator of the
landmark Czernowitz conference for Yiddish held in 1908, Solomon Birnbaum
literally grew up within the Yiddishist movement. The product of an acculturated
middle-class home in Vienna, Nathan Birnbaum was the foremost leader of the
Jewish nationalist movement in Austria prior to the arrival of Theodor Herzl on the
scene but became disillusioned by what he deemed the spiritual barrenness of
dialectical Zionism. Soured by personal and ideological differences with Herzl, he
withdrew from the movement (whose name he had coined) following the Second
Zionist Congress in 1898. Meanwhile, contact with Yiddish-speaking Jewry during
his itinerant Zionist activity in Eastern Europe inspired him to reappraise the di-
daspora, which he came to see as the site of a unique and venerable Jewish national
movement dedicated to uniting German and East European Jews, to which his father
had begun contributing articles with an increasingly religious bent.26 Solomon ac-
quired fluency in Yiddish while a student at the Czernowitz gymnasium, and he
consequently adopted the Southeastern dialect of his peers.27 He returned to the
Austrian capital, however, in 1910 to study architecture. The following year, his
father, now estranged from the secular “idolatry” of the Yiddishist movement after
having undergone a religious awakening, moved his family to Berlin.28 Both Nathan
and Solomon eventually adopted Orthodoxy and became active in the Agudath
Israel movement.

Serving as a soldier in the Austro-Hungarian army during the First World War,
Solomon Birnbaum was wounded in the throat. During his convalescence, he com-
pleted a groundbreaking grammar of the Yiddish language, Praktische Grammatik
der jiddischen Sprache für den Selbstunterricht (1918).29 Although published as
part of a series of self-instruction books (Die Kunst der Polyglotte) aimed at a
popular audience, this grammar is deemed a classic of Yiddish linguistics.30 Fol-
lowing the First World War, he abandoned his study of architecture for financial
reasons and turned to Oriental studies (which his father had also studied years
earlier before taking up law) at the universities of Vienna, Zurich, Berlin, and
Würzburg.31 In his dissertation of 1921, titled Das hebräische und aramäische
Element in der jiddischen Sprache, Birnbaum discarded the final vestige of maskilic
orthography present in the 1918 Grammatik.32

When the Nazis came to power in 1933, Birnbaum immediately emigrated from
Germany, where he had taught Yiddish at the University of Hamburg since 1922.
After arriving in England, he occupied a dual appointment as lecturer in Hebrew
paleography and epigraphy at the School of Oriental and African Studies and as
lecturer in East European studies at the School of Slavonic and Eastern European
Studies, both of London University. He remained in these positions until his re-
tirement in 1958.33 For more than two decades, Birnbaum continued to refine his
orthographic and transliteration systems, striving to develop a modern, phonemi-
cally accurate and wholly consistent orthography based on the foundations of pre-
Haskalah Yiddish literature and untainted by secular European influence.

Following in his father’s path of religious return, Solomon Birnbaum repeatedly
expressed in his writings the profound conviction that Yiddish, together with the
sacred liturgical and scholarly language of Hebrew-Aramaic, represented the es-
sential core of Ashkenazic religious and cultural life and thus necessitated careful
cultivation. In his words:

Yiddish is of great importance for Jewishness. It can be appreciated in various ways.
One can regard Yiddish with respect to its worth for the judaization of life, of the
secular, especially with regard to its value for the separation from other peoples—that
is, other religious faiths. It is said that language is a secular matter. In Jewish life, it is sanctified, along with all other parts of this world. As a result, it then influences the individual and helps him to sanctify life. 14

Sharing this conviction with another prominent Yiddish linguist, Matisyohu Mieses, 35 Birnbaum maintained that the Jewish religion and the way of life inspired by it was essentially responsible for the genesis and independent development of Yiddish. He denounced modern Hebrew, which draws primarily on biblical and mishnaic (not rabbinic) Hebrew and introduced a nontraditional pronunciation. To Birnbaum, modern Hebrew was an inorganic and "soulless Esperanto," the artificial engineering of secular enlighteners and nationalists with little or no regard for the sanctity and historical legacy of loshn-koydesh—the amalgam of rabbinic Hebrew and Aramaic developed over the course of centuries. Similarly, the goal of the predominantly leftist Yiddishist movement to transform Yiddish into an instrument of progressive, secular culture was for Birnbaum a distorted paradox. 36 Yiddishists sought to make profane a language that had for centuries served as a medium to convey religious thought and feeling and consequently absorbed an element of holiness.

In an article appearing in a 1925 jubilee dedicated to his father by Orthodox leaders, Birnbaum formulated a joint critique of Yiddishism and Hebraism. For him, the two bitter rivals were but two sides of the same coin threatening Jewish religiosity, which constituted the raison d'être of the Jewish people and the source of its uniqueness:

Where the influence of religion ceases, the culture-creating process also stops and the profound particularities of peoples disappear, as we see among Jews and among other peoples. One look at Europe offers enough material for such observations. But the leftists have gone blind to the spiritual, and that camp of freethinkers among us that has made a banner of Yiddish uses the creation of religion against it, thinking that the force that created it is already old and decrepit, and the child can fend for itself. The "Yiddishist" war against religion, which most often also opposes Hebrew, sometimes blinds even one among us. Such a person sees only the danger of Yiddishism and sometimes he does not even understand the danger of Yiddishism and Hebraism. He does not see that the whole war between Yiddish and Hebrew, folk language and national language, is only a conflict between two brothers, that Hebrew is not loshn-koydesh—that for the Bolsheviks, Tchenichovsky and the Torah, forgive the comparison, are the same enemy. 37

Especially during the 1920s and 1930s, when Yiddish orthography was the subject of much popular and scholarly discussion in Poland, the U.S.S.R. and New York, Birnbaum argued in various forums against the major spelling systems then in use, on both ideological and scientific grounds. The Haskalah, he charged, was responsible for the inner slavery of the Jews to Gentile values, and its vilification of Yiddish was tantamount to the negation of yidishkeyt. 38 The "new maskilim"—20th-century secular nationalists and socialists—had declared war on the "ugly, Germanized corrupt language" of the 19th-century "old maskilim" and to some extent had actually improved on their predecessors' Germanized orthography (which Birnbaum dismissed as being "from a scientific standpoint . . . stupid"). These changes, however, had not rendered the language "more Jewish." 39 On the contrary, rather than build upon the language's native traditions, Yiddishists had further denuded it of its authentically Jewish character through the imitation of Gentile languages. Like the "old maskilim" whom they opposed, they lived in a world which is not in its essence Jewish, or is only half-Jewish and they had consequently lost, or were in the process of losing, the authentic Yiddish idiom suffused with religious culture. 40

Further, the determined efforts of Yiddishists had rid contemporary Yiddish only of its most glaring Germanisms and had unwittingly permitted new ones to creep into all linguistic spheres (except phonetics, which remained unaffected). 41 Scores of NHG words had been adopted, often only with the slightest modification to make them appear more in harmony with the rules of Yiddish morphology and phonology. 42 For instance, in the case of the term antviklung (cf. NHG Entwicklung, "development")—a borrowing prompted by a lexical gap—the word had been only slightly Yiddishized; in fact, antwiklung would have been the proper Yiddish parallel, since all parts of the NHG model have Yiddish equivalents. 43 Worst of all, NHG words had displaced Yiddish cognates—for instance, the Yiddish yugnt, or "young woman," was used with the meaning of NHG Jugend, "youth"; and visnshaft, used in traditional Bible translations to mean "knowledge," had assumed the meaning of NHG Wissenschaft, "science" or "scholarship." 44

Orthodox Jews, Birnbaum lamented, shared in the maskilic denigration of Yiddish by concursing with the evaluation of it as a corrupt, mixed language spoken by no other people than the Jews and therefore inherently parochial, devoid of value and prestige. Yet Yiddish's intrinsic value stemmed precisely from its distinctiveness and its role in facilitating the Jews' religiously prescribed self-segregation from other peoples. In support of this claim, Birnbaum alluded to a well-known midrash, cited in various forms by halakhic authorities opposed to linguistic acculturation, that "among the reasons for which Israel was redeemed from Egypt, the Gemara includes language—that they did not change their language" and adopt Egyptian patterns. 45 But now, Birnbaum charged, whereas the Orthodox were careful in all matters linked to religious observance, they dismissively proclaimed "Language . . . not important!" and benignly clung to the outdated maskilic spelling system. Unwittingly influenced by the Yiddishists as well, their Bible translations borrowed from the idioms of the freethinkers, "which has assimilation in its soul, their words, their forms, their syntax." 46

For Birnbaum, such transgressions represented a "victory for the secularists," who had made of Yiddish a European language in translation. Yet Birnbaum himself was not immune to contemporary currents, and he too romantically viewed language as the "true reflection" of the "soul" of a community and desired for Yiddish a "national orthography" based on premaskilic traditions. 47 Hence his caustic admonitions regarding Orthodox readers, writers, and printers whose unconscious idealization of the deformed "literary language" of the "enlighteners" constituted evidence of the inroads of the "assimilationist" mentality into "Orthodox psychology." 48 Birnbaum wrote:
Not long ago, one of the religious leaders of Polish Jewry reproached the language of Orthodox writers and was answered, “Perhaps we should write in the language of the Tseyne-yureye!! After all, we cannot make laughing stocks of ourselves.” Laughing stocks: that means that if the leftists laugh, you are laughing stocks. They are the true arbiters of propriety.

And what if they also laugh at beards and peyes, at koshers and tefillin, at talis and tefillin, and poke fun at God and the world?

“So what,” I hear them answer, “What does one have to do with the other” The former is meant for God, the latter for people. We can’t, of course, be impractical.

Oh, if such a person only knew that with this reproach he demonstrates true impracticality. Above all, he detracts from the essence of Jewishness. . . .

And who are the maskilim, the old and the new ones? Imitators of European modes of thought, modes that are, moreover, already long past their prime in Europe proper.

And what are we? Imitators of imitators of outmoded styles.49

In order to preclude the further decay of Orthodoxy through the mechanism of linguistic contamination, Birnbaum proposed a plan for language reform, of which orthography represented only the beginning. The hope for a purified language lay in the hands of the Orthodox youth, he maintained, who were not yet accustomed to the “impurity” of maskilic spelling and would therefore master his own system without undue difficulty. In response to detractors who claimed that his system was too complicated for the non-philologist, Birnbaum countered that it should actually be of great pedagogical value, since children learning Germanized spelling conventions “must learn countless rules and details that contradict what their ears hear and their mouths pronounce.”50

Organizers of the Beys-yankev (Bajs Jakow) schools for girls shared Birnbaum’s concerns for the future of Yiddish in the Orthodox sector. They received the support of the influential Gerer rebbe, whose followers also constituted the backbone of support for the Agudah. The schools’ organizers and activists recognized the special danger posed to girls by the non-Orthodox world: girls generally enjoyed a less exposure to Polish language and culture than their brothers studying in the yeshivas.

And what are we? Imitators of imitators of outmoded styles.49

In a special issue of the Beys-yankev-zhurnal dedicated to the “month in honor of Yiddish and Jewishness” (June 1931), Birnbaum and his Agudah colleagues expressed grave dismay over both the growing linguistic polarization of Jewish youth and the quality of spoken and written Yiddish among them. In state schools, it was remarked, Jewish children were not only taught to respect the Polish language and culture above their own but were also discouraged from speaking their foreign “German jargon.” Worse, Yiddish-speaking parents reinforced this deprecatory attitude by failing to attach importance to their daughters’ competence in spoken and written Yiddish. They were satisfied when their daughters acquired the rudiments of Yiddish literacy—it was enough for them to be able to recite devotional texts and to write letters full of Polonisms and ignorant misspellings. Meanwhile, these same parents insisted that their daughters devote their energies to mastering Polish, growing up in a Jewish milieu, “they’ll know Yiddish anyway!” Hasidic mothers, in particular, were reproached for going so far as to speak Polish at home with their daughters.52 As a result, the Orthodox girls of Poland not only preferred to speak Polish with teachers and friends in the Beys-yankev schools but also felt most comfortable expressing themselves in this non-Jewish language.56

To counter these alarming trends, the Beys-yankev-zhurnal made various appeals to strengthen the pupils’ intellectual and affective bonds to Yiddish. It emphasized Yiddish’s role as the language of beloved grandparents and prior generations of pious and learned Jews and described it as the only vernacular fitting and adequate for the expression of the Jewish “soul” and the Jewish way of life. Teachers and students alike were called upon to resolve to speak only Yiddish whenever possible. Further, it was recommended that spelling and grammar, typically neglected or given only perfunctory attention by teachers, be taught in a systematic fashion on the model of Polish instruction in state schools. Only in this way would students come to accord Yiddish its due respect and regard it as a “real” language on par with Polish.57 A modern language textbook, Yidish loshn, was specifically created by Beys-yankev pedagogues for this purpose.58

Meanwhile, several months before the special issue of Beys-yankev-zhurnal came out, the Beys-yankev-school system made the historic decision to adopt Birnbaum’s system (with slight changes) for all grades, as well as for the journal.59 Sore Shenirer, the founder of the Beys-yankev schools in Cracow in 1917, supported the decision, praising it as a means both to combat the pernicious maskilic influence and to eliminate the orthographic chaos then prevailing in the schools. Adopting Birnbaum’s system, she felt, would express “our unified heart, our unified thought” to do God’s will.60 Thereafter Birnbaum was able to point to the success of his system in the largest Jewish educational system in interwar Poland, where the number of children far exceeded that of even all Jewish secular schools put together.61 Still, much to his annoyance, most Orthodox writers and publications, including Dos yudishe togblat, the main Orthodox daily in Poland, rejected the linguist’s equating of form with content and refused to employ a spelling system different from that of the rest of the Warsaw Yiddish press.62
The Principles of Birnbaum’s Approach to Yiddish Standardization

Three key principles may be discerned in Solomon Birnbaum’s approach to the standardization of the Yiddish language. The first, anti-daytshmerizm, is a resolute opposition to NHG interference in the natural development of the language. Second, yidishlekheydt aims at preserving the distinctively Jewish character of the language by keeping external influences to a minimum. (Here it should be noted that, as a professional linguist, Birnbaum understood very well that language is not a closed system impervious to external influences; thus, he did not categorically reject foreign influences as negative. Though careful to avoid Germanisms, he employed internationalisms in his own writings in addition to introducing neologisms, especially in the technical fields of aviation, automechanics, and linguistics.) Finally, dorem-yidish represents Birnbaum’s preference for forms originating in the Southern (Central and Southeastern) dialects native to roughly three quarters of Yiddish speakers. He preferred them to forms originating in Northeastern (NE) dialects even though this dialect enjoyed great prestige throughout the Yiddish-speaking world in the period before the Second World War. In accordance with this last principle, Birnbaum rejected the pronunciation associated with klal yidish—the standard promoted in the secular sector and most commonly taught in academic settings today. The pronunciation of klal yidish is that of “purified” Lithuanian Yiddish, the speech of pre-First World War Vilna intellectual circles. This type of speech is popularly summarized by the formula “NE Yiddish without ey,” where other dialects have oy—for instance, Polish and Ukrainian boym (tree) instead of Lithuanian beym.

Birnbaum scoffed at the notion of orthoepy, or standard pronunciation, for Yiddish on the grounds that this, too, constituted the conscious modeling of Gentile language habits. Rejecting the argument that the diffusion of a single prestige-bearing dialect represents a natural and progressive sociolinguistic phenomenon, he encouraged each individual to retain his or her authentic, native dialect rather than bearing dialect represents a natural and progressive sociolinguistic phenomenon, he encouraged each individual to retain his or her authentic, native dialect rather than assume a foreign one. Thus he supported the maintenance of a normative literary language, which had long existed in Yiddish, but not innovation in the form of a universal pronunciation. Having no native dialect of Yiddish, Birnbaum permitted himself to exchange the Bukovinian (Southeastern) pronunciation he had adopted in his adolescence for that of Central Yiddish, the dominant pronunciation in the ultra-Orthodox circles in which he increasingly traveled. During summer courses for the Beys-yankev schools in 1930, he had overheard a student unfamiliar with his dialect unfavorably remark that “he speaks like a boy,” and this provided the impetus for his own shift in pronunciation.

Birnbaum also brought linguistic proofs to discredit the establishment of a Lithuanian-based norm. He denounced as “dictatorial” those responses to the problem of Yiddish orthography that were based on Northeastern pronunciation, such as the ones proposed by Ber Borokhov and adherents of Zalmen Reyzen’s “new orthography,” which forms the basis for the spelling system championed to this day by YIVO. In particular, he protested the disappearance of distinct vowels, especially in the phonemically richer Central and Southeastern dialects, through their repre-

sentation with a common grapheme. He also demonstrated that single graphemes commonly represent multiple vowels in SYO.

In order to remedy this situation, which especially complicates the pronunciation of words unfamiliar to the reader, Birnbaum sought to establish a one-to-one correspondence between grapheme and phoneme for the Indo-European component of the language. Thus, a speaker of any of the three major Yiddish dialects could more easily read using his own pronunciation, rather than a normative one. Birnbaum also facilitated the reading of the Semitic component by reversing the trend, beginning in the 19th century, toward increasingly “defective script.” To achieve a more precise rendering of vowels in words of Hebrew and Aramaic origin, he suggested the retention of vocalization points (nekedot), as well as the introduction of a system of diacritics.

Invoking the principle of “vos vayter fun daytsh” (the farther from German, the better) as his guide, Birnbaum further maintained that even if a standard pronunciation was necessary, the fact that Northeastern Yiddish (NEY) and klal-yidish were phonetically so similar to New High German (NHG) made them both unsuitable for this role. The greater affinity in vocalism between NEY and NHG than between the Southern dialects and NHG, he alleged, had facilitated the infiltration of Germanisms into the works of Lithuanian maskilim, whereas their southern counterparts generally wrote a purer Yiddish.

Birnbaum further objected to the standard of “purified” NEY pronunciation because of its association with secularism and the Haskalah, in contrast with the speech of the more hasidic South. NEY pronunciation was generally employed on both continents in the various networks of Yiddish secular schools, which were largely organized on the initiatives of Litvaks (Lithuanian and Belarusian Jews), regardless of the native dialects of both teachers and students. To Birnbaum’s chagrin, this rejection of native in favor of foreign norms, again attributable to the influence of the “assimilationist leftists,” had been welcomed within the ranks of Beys-yankev students and teachers. Young speakers of Central Yiddish, he noted, all too frequently affected the Lithuanian pronunciation (with laughable results) because of the mistaken impression that it was somehow “purer,” “more dignified,” or “more correct” than that of their “non-intellectual” parents and home environment.

One can say that the center of today’s Yiddishism is Vilna just as it was once a center of the old Haskalah. And Litvaks occupy in general a large place in the new Haskalah. The same holds true in Russia and in Minsk. Therefore a feeling begins to spread among Yiddishists that the Lithuanian dialect is more prestigious, more elegant, truly a language of intellectuals, as among other peoples. And our Polish, Eastern dialect is only a sort of folk dialect. And this skewed view has gradually insinuated its way in among us, where it is even more skewed. Moreover, is this imitating, this accommodation of Yiddishism, not really the greatest contradiction to the idea of traditional Jewishness?

That the members of YIVO in Vilna were all native speakers of NEY, or often adopted it because of its “modern” and “enlightened” connotations, only strengthened his opposition to its spread. Nonetheless, he considered NEY, in principle,
a legitimate historical development of the language and deemed it in no way inferior to any other dialect. In his eyes, it was merely grossly inappropriate for NEY to usurp the place of other dialects in the mouths of non-Litvak.77

Following the Second World War and the liquidation of Yiddish culture in the Soviet Union, Birnbaum directed his criticism almost exclusively at the proponents of SYO. He polemicized with them on the pages of Yidish shtarkh, YIVO’s journal for language standardization.78 Throughout his career, he continued to oppose what he saw as the tyranny of an “insignificant minority” (nishike miut) of secular intellectuals determined to impose their own standard on the vast majority of Yiddish speakers.90 According to Birnbaum:

There is no standard pronunciation in Yiddish. However, the members and friends of the YIVO Institute for Jewish Research have strong views on the subject. They are convinced that Yidish should not differ in this respect from the great Western languages, and so they are working to introduce a standard one. In their publications they speak as if it were already in existence, but that is wishful thinking—acceptance of their system being restricted to their circle. The original proponents of this “standard” were speakers of the Northern dialect and so, without further ado and without discussing the matter or giving any reasons, they decided that their own pronunciation was the “standard.” . . . It is ironic that the partisans of the “standard”—all convinced democrats—should ask the majority of Yiddish-speakers to switch over from their own pronunciation to that of a minority, comprising only a quarter of Yiddish speakers.90

A prominent Orthodox figure in a professional domain dominated by secularists, Solomon Birnbaum acted as an iconoclast both within the community of Yiddish linguists and in the religious world. While expressing resolute opposition to secular influences on Jewish life, linguistic or otherwise, he never clearly articulated boundaries between the realms and selectively chose which elements of the modern, non-Orthodox, and non-Jewish worlds to incorporate into his own life.

As a language planner preoccupied with opposing secular influence on Yiddish, Birnbaum most easily found an educated forum for his anti-SYO arguments on the pages of YIVO journals. His fervor for language purity and the cultivation of Yidish as a standardized literary language was shared most passionately by those whom he commonly denounced as “enlightened” and “heretical” on the pages of Orthodox publications and whose linguistic norms he therefore rejected. For him, as for them, the form of a language was almost as important as its content. Meanwhile, within his own community, this view was commonly deplored as either inherently laughable, because of Yiddish’s lack of prestige among its speakers, or as simply fetishistic—that is, smacking of Yidiushism.91 This was the case despite statements by a number of rabbinic authorities (including Joel Teitelbaum, the Satmar rebbe) attesting to the importance of language as a quasi-sacred barrier to assimilation.92 As Miriam Isaacs observes of contemporary Yiddish-speaking haredim: “Affection for Yiddish is not to be confused with its status in the sense that would inspire what has been considered the refinement of the language or formal education, little attention is paid to orthography or literary development.”93

The fact that Solomon Birnbaum, like his father, was not a native speaker of Yiddish should come as no surprise to students of nationalism. Indeed, the very fact was decisive in shaping his attitudes toward the language. Like many 19th-century East European nationalists, most early ideologists of Yiddishism and Yiddish language planners were neither raised nor educated in environments where the language that they championed was the dominant tongue. Few leading Yiddish language ideologists can be considered “full” native speakers; more typically, they were products of either the Russian cultural sphere (as, for example, Borokhov and Prilutski) or the German (for instance, Max Weinreich and Zelig Kalmanovitch), even if they were exposed to Yiddish in varying degrees in their childhood.95 It is understandable that Yiddish linguists and language planners did not emerge directly from among the romanticized folksmen, the “uneffective” carriers of the language. A combination of self-conscious alienation from the folk language and a secular cosmopolitan education was necessary to create the perspective of an outsider. This perspective, in turn, allowed for the appreciation of Yiddish as an instrument to advance Jewish nationalism and a cultural “renaissance,” as well as an object of scientific study.96

For both Nathan and Solomon Birnbaum, a process of ideological exploration began with the appropriation of Yiddish as a tool for the promotion of secular Jewish nationalism and of the cultural rapprochement between West and East European Jewry, and ultimately culminated in the adoption of ultra-Orthodoxy as the single authentically Jewish way of life. Rejecting the cultivation of “language for language’s sake” as a Yiddishist (and, hence, Gentile) heresy, Solomon Birnbaum came to reappraise Yiddish for its instrumental value as a buttress to religious observance and as a protective wall surrounding Jewish cultural particularity. Of course, such an attitude, while explicitly supported by contemporary rabbinic authorities, was itself far from traditional. In pre-emancipation Ashkenazic society, where there was little reason to call into question the linguistic status quo, such an evaluation would have been inconceivable.

While espousing the self-segregating and anti-modernist position of ultra-Orthodox Judaism, Birnbaum retained much of the influence he had absorbed over the years through his contacts with the Jewish nationalist and secular spheres. His very devotion to scientific precision is largely, if not wholly, foreign to traditional Ashkenazic (especially hasidic) culture, for such a notion is itself a product of a secular education.97 In fact, he never severed his intellectual ties with secular academia and even made a career within it. He employed his education in German-language universities in order to engineer an orthographic system expressly for the purpose of combating the inroads of secularism (especially via German) and assimilation into Jewish life. Indeed, while a determined opponent of the loss of Jewish distinctiveness, he channeled most of his energies against the German influence on Yiddish, rather than against the Slavic influence—or even against the greater danger in the interwar and postwar periods, the adoption of co-territorial languages by Jews.

Birnbaum’s combined experience as a university-educated, native speaker of German and as a ba’al teshuva (Yiddish “convert” to haredi Judaism) undoubtedly contributed to a purist stance more radical than that of YIVO, the primary agency for Yiddish language reform in independent Poland and the post-Holocaust world. YIVO’s Yiddishist members quite naturally rejected Birnbaum’s fiercely negative
view of secularism. At the same time, other native speakers of German, above all YIVO’s head, Max Weinreich, shared Birnbaum’s distaste for Germanisms in Yiddish. Not surprisingly, native speakers of Yiddish and Russian were typically more tolerant (and perhaps less aware in this regard) and were willing to admit certain widespread Germanisms into the standard language then taking shape.

Further, Birnbaum urged the cultivation of an Orthodox creative literature aspiring to aesthetic goals in order to dissuade voracious readers raised in Orthodox homes from turning to the growing corpus of secular Yiddish belles-lettres. Such a literature, a highly controversial issue in Orthodox circles, did indeed begin to emerge in the 1930s, only to be prematurely cut down, together with the lives of most of its exponents, during the Holocaust. Indeed, though his ideas about language were never accepted in wide circles, Birnbaum’s efforts may be understood as part of a larger process apparent among Orthodox Jewry in interwar Poland: the adoption of modern forms of political and social organization (for instance, schools for girls, a daily press, youth groups, and party politics), all of which were pioneered in Jewish secular circles, in order to safeguard its intensely religious way of life.

As mentioned previously, despite its numerous merits, Birnbaum’s system failed to obtain lasting recognition. Over time, it was forgotten outside those circles that it would most benefit today—hasidic speakers of Central Yiddish. Instead, SYO (with some variations) represents the most common system in use, thanks primarily to YIVO’s standardization efforts and prestige. Recently it has even made inroads into the religious sector because of its greater simplicity compared with the older maskilic system.

Birnbaum’s system continues to represent a tremendous scholarly achievement, although its ideological weight is significantly lessened in a post-Holocaust world where NHG influence and secular Yiddishism, no longer a mass phenomenon, have ceased to present a serious challenge to traditional piety. Of course, secularism and assimilation continue to exist as external forces potentially jeopardizing the stability of the ultra-Orthodox world. This, in turn, has caused Yiddish to assume even greater importance as a badge of distinctiveness and as a barrier to acculturation. Today, Yiddish is associated almost exclusively with the ultra-Orthodox way of life, whereas Hebrew, English, French, Spanish, and Russian are the dominant languages of Jewish secularists. It is precisely the shrinking of the secular sector within the Yiddish-speaking milieu since the 1950s that has neutralized the ideological weight of SYO. Today, Birnbaum’s system is most likely to draw the attention not of Beys-yankev pedagogues but of adult, non-hasidic students seeking to learn “non-standard” Yiddish.
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